CHAPTER 5

Theological Studies
0701-1703)

Paris

The Greeks of old used

to erect a

monument

the tide of battle turned in their favour.

the turning point that

had made

all

They

of stones on the spot where
called

it

a "trophy" (trophe),

the difference in the final

outcome of the

engagement. In the story of Claude des Places that turning point in his
undoubtedly, the
retreat in

Rennes

final decision

in the

life

was,

about his vocation he made during an eight-day

summer

of 1701.

From

that time on, there

would be no

turning back in the total dedication of himself to the service of God.

This defining
conversion'

—

moment, however, should not be seen

a radical turning

from

as a

kind of 'second-

no

time, even in his

vice to virtue; for at

severest self- judgments, could Claude, as St. Augustine in his Confessions, accuse

himself of any serious misconduct in his earher years. Rather Claude's volte face

might be more correctly seen

as a return to his

boyhood

ideals

— the renounce-

ment now of all personal ambitions (no matter how legitimate) and
tion of

all

the dedica-

the energy and enthusiasm, up-to-now given to secular studies and

self-promotion (however honourable), to the glory of

God and

the sanctifica-

tion of souls.

The Defining Decision
Previously, Claude, to please his parents,

had

tried to

combine

university

degrees (like that of law at Nantes) with preparation for the priesthood. But this

time there would be no such compromise. To the disappointment of his parents

and the surprise of his

friends,

he decided to concentrate on his preparation for

by taking non-credit courses in theology at the Jesuit College of
Grand rather than attend the Sorbonne (the University of Paris) where

the priesthood

Louis

le
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he could have combined these studies with

sesame

in those days to

a degree in theology, the

open-

high office in the ranks of the diocesan clergy and

communities.

religious

College Louis
While the

Grand (CLC)

le

full

story of the rivalry (and enmity) between the

the Jesuit College of Louis

le

Grand

Sorbonne and

outside the purpose of this booklet, with-

is

out some knowledge of this background, there

no understanding of the
CLG.
The Jesuit College, originally called College de Clermont, was opened in
1560 but renamed in 1682 for King Louis XIV on the birth of his son, the future
Duke de Bourgogne and Governor of Brittany (and incidentally the honoree of
Claude's High School thesis).
importance of Claude's decision to take

CLG

Like Jesuit Colleges of the period,

is

his final theological studies at

covered

all

three levels of higher edu-

cation.

However because of the

and

faithfulness in following closely the directives of the Council of Trent in

its

excellent reputation of

the training of candidates for the priesthood,
to

its

CLG

its

rapidly

School of Theology

became

a serious rival

more famous neighbour, the Sorbonne.

College de Plein Exercise
This Jesuit College, however, although
as a place 'where piety reigned'

whose students were

and

it

was recognized throughout France

as a 'college de plein exercise\

diocese, could not confer Degrees in

Theology

(a privileged

a college

any

monopoly jealously

guarded by the Sorbonne), and so the number of students
Theology had

i.e.

readily accepted for ordination to the priesthood in

fallen to less

in

its

School of

than 100 by the time Claude enrolled there. This was

all the more remarkable because the College, at that time, had a total student
body enrollment of 4000 (including Voltaire in its Junior School).
The majority of the students for the priesthood were junior professed members of the Society of Jesus. The remainder were outsiders allowed by privilege

to follow the College courses.
lies

who

the countryside,
lege but

Some of these, like

Claude, were sons of rich fami-

could pay for board on the campus. Others were poor students fi^om

had

who were

allowed (free of charge) to attend classes

to fend for themselves for

Claude, doubtless, also favoured
ation with the Jesuits in Rennes,

at

food and lodging outside in the

CLG

the col-

city.

not only because of his long associ-

Caen and Nantes but

also because of his

admiration for their scholarship and expertise as spiritual directors.

However, the

real

reason why, in those troublesome days of political intrigue

and theological controversy, he chose
trine

and

CLG was because

loyalty to the Universal Catholic

been sure of

at the

in 1701, the year

its

orthodoxy

in doc-

Sorbonne, a hot bed of Gallicanism and Jansenism. In

Claude was debating where to take

Sorbonne had once again become embroiled
40

of

Church, something he could not have
fact,

his studies in theology, the

in a big national debate

on
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human

Jansenism, whose pessimistic outlook on
joyless doctrines

condemnation
As

been

by Pope Clement

as heresy

well, at that time,

fully

nature and narrow-minded,

on predestination and asceticism had come under

Claude, as a CathoHc and a Breton, would surely have

aware of the Sorbonne's strong support for Gallicanism

demand of the French Church and Government
independence from Rome and all Papal Authority.
of persistent

Fr.

AAickaei

Another
Claude in

le

CLG

that

for increased

some

historians that apparently also influenced

over the Sorbonne was that, this same year (1701),

a biography of a Breton priest

(who died

was already introduced

in

fifty

years before

had strongly advocated

that

and whose cause

Rome) had just been

This saintly priest, whose Breton background and
Claude's,

—

Nobletz

factor according to

his choice of

beatification

fresh

XL

all clerical

life

for

published.

so closely resembled

students in their final years in

on the spiritual side of their preparation for
honours and, as far as possible, distance
themselves from the rich and privileged aristocracy, if they were to become truly
pastors of all the people and not just quasi-private chaplains to the upper classes
and even the Royal Court in Versailles.
Another individual who had a defining influence not only on Claude's
direction at this time and his and Grignion de Montfort's later work for the
Church was I'abbe Julien Bellier, chaplain of St. Yves Hospital in Rennes.
Julien was one of a group of those trying to keep alive at that time the call of
Blessed Juhen Mallnoit and Michael le Nobletz for organized missions to the
the seminary should concentrate

the priesthood, eschew

all

university

then very sadly neglected rural parishes of France.

De Montfort was
and organizing

to

answer

this call

by devoting

ipate in the preaching, but concentrated

the

much needed 'priest missionaries' to

great

work

whole

to preaching

life

on

the recruitment

"I train

and formation of

ensure the future and continuity of this

poor and most abandoned. As he put

for the

de Montfort:

his

missionary work. Claude, on the other hand, did not partic-

this

it

later in writing to

them; you put them to work and both of us are happy."

A Changed AAan

—
— he always gave

Claude was never a half-hearted individual. To whatever he did
ies,

public speaking or even performances

try.

And

so now, like the disciples

on

on the road

opened, his enthusiasm for the Kingdom of

stage
to

Emmaus, once

God and

his stud-

his best

his eyes

were

his Father's Business

would be boundless!

From

CLG,

it appears that, while most of
and some 'even carried swords
nobility', Claude, who up to this time had been so fastidious
and social graces, now gradually began 'to relinquish the airs

the very start of his stay at

then,

the clerical students dressed in the latest fashions
as a

badge of their

in matters of dress
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.

of the world'

Thomas' expression) and

(Fr.

wear hand-me-down

students,

to the

amazement of his fellow
from their company and

clothes, absent himself

sociaUze with the poorer day-boy students of the college.

young man who had once complained of meagre financial backing
now found himself spending most of his allowance (800 livres)
on others rather than on himself. The young aristocrat who first insisted on a
private room at CLG College (to better attend to his studies and private devotions) was soon ready to give up that luxury (and expense) to pay some of these
poorer students' college fees and the last straw, before Christmas 1702, move out

Soon

from

the

his father

of the College into second-class digs with them.
In fact,

was not long before he was even begging

it

left-overs

College kitchen to feed these poorer students, as one of them,

J.

from the

Falconier (later

a priest in the diocese of Orleans) recalls:

know

"/

that about a year before he

my

for the cost of

board

months from where
three or four

me

to

was able

to

to these religious

if it

I be

to

Jesuits.

After these

accommodated at a com-

and during all

two different addresses

would be very embarrassed

community he paid

his

house for some three or four

attend class at the

months he arranged that

munity belonging
send

I

founded

in a private

bring

that time he used to

money

to

people

who

were known that they were also in

such need.

As

well, I

while he was

know

them brought

rations or have
this,

were

but I

am fairly

in dire

that before he established his

boarding with the

still

certain,

to his

Jesuits,

he used

am

apartments and, I

he then used

to give

want and fend for himself from

the Jesuits' meals.

community and
own

to collect his

them

the scraps

not sure of

to others
left

who

over from

"
.

Daij in the Life
Apart from
Claude,
strict

outreach in charity to fellow students in need

this laudable

now serious

about his preparation for the priesthood,

set

himself a very

schedule of prayers and self discipline.

Rising early, he began and ended each day with one hour of mental prayer.

He went

Mass daily and not only received
week (something very unusual in those

to confession regularly, attended

Holy Communion three times

a

was not as often as I would like to do."
would teach others about practical union with God,

Jansenistic days) but admitted "even this

Practicing

what he

he prayed before and

later

after all

he did, especially his studies.

He

spent long hours

before the Blessed Sacrament.

Self-Denial

and

Discipline

In addition to this intense

began, as he put

42

it,

"to

life

of prayer, Claude,

do violence

to

my

likes

now more than

and

dislikes

ever before,

and impose small
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mortifications," so

much

so that, as one of his early associates put

cations were so severe that his confessor often
excesses!'

had

it: ''his

mortifi-

intervene to moderate his

to

Claude, however, was no joyless Jansenist. His increased severity to

himself was matched only by his greater gentleness towards others.

The Good Samaritan
The widespread poverty of Paris not only shocked Claude but galvanized
into action. Alone and in organized Mother Teresa-style charity with

him

others, his efforts, at this time,

were simply to improve the

of individuals

lot

rather than to change an unjust social system.

This was why, for him, a rich man's son, his option for the poor was not just

confined to a social

don

ness to

buckets and

call to a

make beds

ward or 'poor house,' but included a readiwash ward floors, dress wounds, empty slop-

hospital

the apron of service,

— anything

to ease the sad lot of patients in those days

before the advent of properly organized public health-services and

more

humane modern medical practices.

The Chimneij Sweeps of
One
for the

Paris

of Claude's favourite charities from his

earliest years in

CLG was his work

young men and boys from the hill-country of Savoy (an independent counwho,

try in S.E. France)

like himself,

men had come

These young

were

far

from home and strangers

in a big

city.

employment but all too
often ended up as unemployed vagrants or poorly paid and poorly housed
unskilled labourers. Many of them became chimney-sweeps in Paris, one of the
dirtiest and lowest paid jobs in the city.
Despite their hard life, these hillbilly boys from Savoy were proverbial for
their jo/'e de vivre and their love of song and dance and Claude, who always loved
music and dance, must have been very much at home with them.
He could see beneath the soot their bright native intelligence and he did
everything he could to give them a chance to better themselves with elementary
lessons, whenever they were free from work, in the 4R's (reading, writing,
arithmetic and religion) and as Fr. Pierre Thomas with some irony added:
"He felt sure that their souls were no less dear to Jesus Christ than
those of influential noblemen and that he could count as much, or
to Paris in search of

even more, on the fruitfulness of his instructions

Le

Stifle est

own

young men was

seminarians. As his

first

admire the easy and understanding manner

However, in
but a

them!'

I'homme

Claude's dealing with these
ing with his

to

all this,

typical of his later style in deal-

chronicler put
in

it:

"One could not hut

which he drew them

Claude was no condescending upper

real friend to those

to goodness!'

class

young men, equally concerned about

material needs as about their eternal salvation.
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He

good-doer

their present

could see that education was
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the key to their future.

He

loved them and they, in their turn, loved him, for

Claude, although born to privilege, never lost the

born teacher and even today

is

an inspiring

common

model

role

He was a
who follow

touch.

for Spiritans

in his footsteps as educators.

Praijing

and Working Together

However

emphasis on Claude's prayer-life and involvement in works of

this

charity should not be seen as

contrary,

all

time

his

at

if

he was a loner or another

CLG, he was working very

—

Don

Quixote.

On

the

closely with like-minded

the Sodality of Our Lady

and

Chapter Two, Claude joined the Sodality of Our Lady
College in Rennes and it was the Director of

as a

individuals of two organizations in the College

the Assembly of Friends.

The

SodalltLj

of Our Ladij

As was seen

young boy

in

at St.

Thomas

Sodality (Fr. Descartes)

Montfort because,

who

him and

disciplined

in his opinion, they

his friend

were going overboard in their

penances and works of charity. All during his high school years and in

may

be presumed, Claude continued to be a

member

in

this

Grignon de
piety,

college,

good standing of

it

this

student association in honour of Our Blessed Lady.

Assemblee des Amis (A A)
The Assembly of Friends (AA) was another very popular student organizaits membership was restricted to those studying for
the priesthood and who had been members of the Sodality of Our Lady during
tion in Jesuit colleges but
their high school years.

The purpose of
and role-models

AA was
by him
there.

founded by
to

The

CLG

the

AA was

to train an elite

among

seminarians as leaders

for their peers not only in holiness but in pastoral work.
Fr.

Bagot

at the Jesuit

(then called Clermont College)

AA flourished for many years at

ians declined because only the

The

College of La Fleche and introduced

when

CLG, but

Sorbonne could

in 1640

as the

he was appointed

number of seminar-

give degrees in theology, the

number of active AA's also declined. So much so that in 1699, two years before
Claude came to CLG, there were only four active AA members among the fifty
theologians of the College.
Fr.

AAichael Le Tellier
Fortunately for Claude, the year before he enrolled at CLG, the

given a

new lease of life by the appointment

Scripture professor, as
Fr.

CLG

Le

Tellier

its

of

Fr.

Michael Le

Tellier,

AA

was

the Sacred

Director.

was not only a very

for 25 years) but later

fine biblical scholar

became Superior General

(who held

that post at

in the Society of Jesus

and

personal confessor to King Louis XIV.
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Fr.

Le

Tellier

quickly recognized Claude's ability as a leader and knowing his

long association with the Society of Jesus

Our Lady immediately had him inducted
installation
Society's

and membership

in the Sodality of

AA. The ceremony of

into the

took place on Pentecost Sunday and that

day

feast

his

as well as the

Manual or Rule of Life given him that day became important
would later leave to the Spiritans.

parts of

the legacy he

Secret Societies in France

Although these Associations or
day Catholic organizations
Society, in those

when

like the

Societies

were only forerunners of present

Legion of Mary or the

St.

Vincent de Paul

pre-Revolutionary days of the ancien regime in France,

every close-knit citoyen organization was seen as a possible

'terrorist'

economic and political status quo, they had to be, to a
certain degree, 'underground' and 'secret' about their membership and

threat to the existing

objectives.

And

so although the full story of those citoyen bands

of this booklet,

French citoyens forming

'clubs'

Republique, but,

it

A

\\een

'society'

it

the genius of the

was against

like Liberte et

Bourbon monarchy down and

this

lawyer, very wisely avoided calling the

Sunday, 1703, a

outside the objective

with inflammatory slogans

Fraternite that finally brought the old

new

is

important to note that not only was

it is

issued the

kind of background that Claude, as a

little

group he was starting on Pentecost

or giving any pubhcity to

inauguration.

its

Student ofTheologij

Although Claude's biographers generally pay
keen interest in theology and
the training of his
studies, himself,

own

biblical studies, the

seminarians indicates

during his years

Moral TkeologLj and

Civil

at

little

attention to Claude's

importance he gave to both in

how

seriously he took these

CLG.

Law

As a qualified lawyer, Claude, naturally took a particular interest in
moral theology and questions of his day relating to Church (Canon) and
Civil Law.

This can be seen even in his
his participation in
difficult to

own

imagine that the young boy

ment, had defended so vigorously
would have lost, at this period of his

On

writings where he mentions several times

seminar discussions {Casus Conscientiae). In

who

once, like a Daniel

this field,

come

it is

to judg-

his high-school thesis against all comers,
Hfe, his love for a

the contrary, the importance he put on

good argument!

open discussions on

questions of moral conscience will be seen in his insistence that

must attend regular home group discussions of

all

all

his students

their College lectures

and

his allowing several of his senior seminarians to take law degrees at the

Sorbonne.
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.

Canon

Brilliant

Lawifer

Claude had no opportunity to contribute to the compHcated

legal relations

of his day between Church and State but the manner in which he handled the

compHcated

ground bear

legal issues involved in getting his 'seminary' off the

witness to his expertise as a counselor-at-law.

On

the one hand, to avoid trouble with the

ian edict of 1666 forbade the opening of any

civil

new

whose dracon-

authorities

'college,

monastery, religious

community' without government authorization, Claude had

society or

any publicity or written record of the

first

to avoid

meeting of his associates on Pentecost

Sunday, 1703.
In fact

(now

it

was only 23 years

after Claude's

death (1709) that his early students

the directors of the seminary) obtained from Louis

XV

on May

21, 1706,

the long over-due government legal recognition that the Holy Spirit "Society",

had been de facto founded on Pentecost Sunday, 1703:

"We have been informed
Places,

that the late Claude Francis Poullart des

a priest from the diocese ofRennes, inspired by a special move-

ment from God when he was then
good

city

thirty years,

of Paris an establishment dedicated

founded

to the

in

Holy

1703
Spirit

the invocation of the Blessed Virgin Conceived without Sin,
the object of that establishment
their studies

Church.

For

and

train

them

was

to

aid

and

in

our

under

and

that

help poor students in

in virtue for the useful service

of the

.

all these

reasons

and with full

royal

power and

authority.

.

.

we

confirm the existence of the Society of the Holy Spirit and the Immaculate

On
not

Heart of Ma ry

"

Church

the other hand, to avoid trouble with

officially call his

new

authorities,

Claude could

establishment a 'seminary' because, while the opening

of a seminary did not require a licence from the Government,

it

did require

authorization from the local bishop. In this dehcate matter, in dealing with
Cardinal de Nouilles, the Archbishop of Paris, Chancellor of the Sorbonne and

no

friend of a friend of the Jesuits, Claude

had

to be extremely cautious, for

although the Cardinal greatly admired Claude and his work, he was notorious
for his shilly-shallying

and

vacillation.

Double Jeopardij
In

all this,

one can

of the Church and

see that while

State, this

courageous stand on his

Claude recognized the legitimate authority

did not prevent

own and

him from

taking a vigorous and

his associates' rights,

when

these were

jeopardized by either heavy-handed government regulations or endless Church
red-tape.

While people

living in free

democratic societies today

may

find Claude's

precautions excessive, anyone living under totalitarian communist regimes or
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theocratic governments like Iran or Taliban Afghanistan can readily understand

the difficulties Claude had to face in the crippling government and

doomed French monarchial

restrictions in those twilight years of a

Church

system.

Safeguarding the Future

Not only did Claude
his

own

successfully avoid the legal Scyllas

and Charybdes of

day, but thanks to his foresight, his society survived not only a 1792

French Government's suppression but a Catholic Church 1848 merger with
another religious society, that of the Immaculate Heart of Mary, founded by
Francis Libermann.
its weakest, numerically and in leadership;
was the Immaculate Heart Society (the more numerous and vigorous
partner in the merger) that legally had to become part of the Holy Spirit

In 1848, Claude's Society was at

yet

it

Congregation (rather than

vice-versa)y as

can be seen in Rome's decision that

reads as follows:
''It is

your task

such a

way

bring about the merger of your two congregations in

to

from now on

that

Heart of Mary ceases

to exist

Most Holy
and members are

the Congregation of the

and

associates

its

aggregated to the Congregation of the Holy Ghost, thereby becoming
its

associates

being subject

and members, sharing
to the

same

the

same

rights

and privileges and

disciplinary rules!'

Beijond AAoral Theologij and

Canon Law

Claude's brilliance as a student of theology, however, should not be confined
to

Canon Law and Moral Theology

for he also

had

a very

keen interest in

and doctrinal and/or dogmatic theology.
Because Claude was always so busy setting up the Seminary and died
so young, he never had an opportunity to formulate all this systematically, but
here again one can see how skillfully he attempted to put some kind of order
into the confused doctrinal and devotional life of the Church of his day in

biblical studies, liturgy

France.

Biblical Studies

One

priesthood was

and the
in the

and Love of Sacred

of the reasons Claude chose
its

fact that

Old and

Scripture

CLG

for his final preparation for the

excellent reputation for Biblical Studies,

many

New

of

its

professors (like

Fr.

its

excellent library

Martini) were experts not only

Testaments but in their knowledge of biblical Greek

and Hebrew.
Claude, himself a brilliant Latin scholar
thesis in that language,

had

little difficulty

who defended

his high school

with Latin Vulgate (the

official text

the Sacred Scriptures in his day) as can be seen from the fact that
frequent quotations from both Old and

New

all

of

his

Testaments were always in Latin

(not in French).
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In fact

it

was a

text (in Latin)

from the Old Testament (Psalm 84)

that he

keep repeating as he lay dying:

"How I love your palace, Yahweh Saboath. How my soul yearns
and pines for YahweWs courts. My heart and soul sing for joy to the
living

God"

This importance Claude gave to Sacred Scripture in his

and

own

spiritual life

that of his seminarians can be seen, for example, in his insistence (Rule 50)

that

all

should spend half an hour of

lectio divina,

the prayerful' study of the

scripture readings of the next day masses, the evening before

major Church

Sundays and

all

feast days.

Devotionalizlng

Dogma

Claude's genius always was to get to the heart of any matter and in this case to
find

what was

really

fundamental in matters of Catholic

faith.

(thanks to his legal training) was to find out what were the

Church rather than

from the often

to start

Here

official

conflicting opinions of the so-called

most serious

experts or periti theologians of his day. For example, one of the

problems Claude saw facing the Church in the France of
quate religious instruction of the ordinary

his first step

teachings of the

faithftil

due

his

day was the inade-

in great part to the inade-

quate theological training of diocesan clergy especially in rural areas.
his

it

new seminary was

to train such priests, but here, for the

emphasis
(i.e.

be seen that Claude's primary reason for starting

In the next chapter,

is

moment,

the

own

genius, as a theologian, devotionalizing 'dogmas'

articles

of the faith) rather than dogmatizing devotions

only on his

Church defined

will

however popular.

The Blessed

Trinitij

For this reason, the doctrine of Blessed Trinity,
inner

life

different
just

i.e.

Christ's revelation of the

God of the universe. Father, Son and Holy Spirit (so
Unmoved Mover of the philosophers) was not, for Claude,

of the Supreme

from the

an abstract dogmatic definition of the Council of Trent but the key to

whole

spiritual

life,

the

woof and

the

warp of

his

his weltanschaung (world view)

and one of his most inspiring (though often overlooked)

spiritual legacies to his

followers.

This all-embracing devotion to the Blessed Trinity found
expression in his Priere a

and published

Sainte Trinite

la

in full in

(still

an Appendix to

extant

on

his

this booklet).

It

its

profoundest

own

handwriting

begins with this

Trinitarian Invocation:

"Most Holy

Trinity, Father,

through your holy grace with

you

strength, I beg

to

grant

Son and Holy
all

my

me faith,

Spirit,

heart, all

my

whom

soul

I

and

adore
all

my

humility, chastity, the grace of

not saying, thinking, seeing, hearing or desiring anything except what

you want me
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to

do and

say.
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GrarU

me

all these graces,

May my mind and

blessing.

my

God, together with your most holy

heart he filled with You alone.

always walk in Your presence and pray ceaselessly

The

to

You as

May

I

I should."

Grace of God

Sanctifijlng

much a struggle for moral
and an increased sharing by
adopted children of God by grace (mentioned 8

For Claude, then, the Christian Hfe was not so

growing

rectitude as a

charity in this divine

by

childlike awareness
life

as

times in the Trinity Prayer). This

faith

why, without some awareness of Claude's

is

all-consuming love for the Blessed Trinity, there
extraordinary sacrifices Claude so willingly
his

communaute to

The

the

Holy

made

is

for

no understanding of the
God, or his dedication of

Spirit.

Holij Spirit

Flowing from

this fountain-head, as Claude saw it, all personal sanctificaand works of evangehzation (sharing this treasure with others) belong in a

tion

way

very special

As Rule

1

of the

Esprit auquel

the

Holy

lis

to the Third Person of the Blessed Trinity, the

Community

Holy

read ''Tous. .adorent particulierment
.

Spirit to

name their

religious families the

Company

Grignion de Montfort, his friend and a founder of three religious

Claude would name
Spirit), a

titles like:

Saint-

whom they have been consecrated in a special way."

Society of Jesus (St. Ignatius founder of the Jesuits) or the

Holy

Spirit.

out ete specialement devoues." "All will have a special devotion to

For this reason, while other founders might

(St.

le

his

own La Communaute du

name, even

after

300 years

still

Saint Esprit

very

much

of Mary

societies),

{Community of the

in evidence in official

Congregation du Saint Esprit, Congregazione dello Spirito Santo,

Congregation of the Holy Spirit or simply Les Spiritans {The Spiritans).

Cor Unum

et

Anima Una

But the Third Person of the Blessed

Trinity, the

Holy

Spirit,

was not

only, for

Claude, to be the source of personal sanctification and the 'soul of the apostolate'

but the 'heart of his followers in their

tian

communities so well described

home life' like that of the

early Chris-

in the Acts of the Apostles as a close-knit

community of One Heart and One Soul {Cor Unum et Anima Una).
While other 'founders' lay great stress on uniformity of life-style and community-living, Claude, saw that (once the highly structured six years of semi-

nary training were over), only a looser bonding would be practical,
followers, the 'rag-pickers of the Church'

requests that

would come

their way,

whenever the Church had

ing volunteers for the less glorious but

done

if his

were to cope with the wide range of

no

less

difficulty in find-

urgent chores that needed to be

for the salvation of souls.

If this is

munication

true today, even
facilitate

when

great advances in

modern

travel

and com-

missionaries in keeping in touch with one another and
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with centralized authorities (General and Provincial Maison Meres), one can

how

imagine

difficult

it

must have been

like Francis Poitier, the First

who,

for the early students of the Seminary,

Vicar Apostolic of the Sichuan Province in China,

for thirty years never returned to France, to keep in touch even

once a year with the Holy
In this, as in so

Spirit

Seminary in

many other things

by

letter

Paris.

Claude's missionary genius can be seen in

behef that the simple but deep fraternal friendship bonding of the AA's,

his

Community
great

Good

(a

would be very essential in keeping together a
missionary family spread all around the world and ready for any task no

matter

Friends)

how distant or difficult

LoLjaltij to
Last,

one of

of

{Paratus ad Omnia).

the Church's Teaching

but not

of Claude's fundamental principles in his theology (and

least,

his greatest legacies to his followers)

was

his loyalty to the official teach-

ings {Magisterium) of the Catholic Church.

This was one of the reasons he chose to do his theology

at

CLG

rather than

the Sorbonne. This he spelled out for his students in Rule 52 where
expected to be always loyal to the Church's directives in

always fully submissive

And what
Ut

Christianiy

to the

sitis,

all

"were

points of doctrine

and

Church."

greater tribute could the

Romani

all

Church have paid

to this principle of

of Claude's and Spiritans' loyalty to the Church than

that the direction of the great Pontifical French

Seminary

in

Rome

(where most

of the bishops and most influential clerics of France receive their training as
seminarians) has been entrusted to the Spiritans since 1852.

Belated J\ecognition
Hopefully, then, as a result of the recent tri-centennial celebration of the

foundation and early years of the Holy Spirit Congregation, there will be,

among

all

Spiritans

and

their associates, a

deepening of their knowledge and

appreciation of this rich doctrinal and devotional side of their founder's

teaching

e.g.

life

and

not only his devotion to the Blessed Trinity and the Holy Spirit but

to Jesus in the

Holy Eucharist and Mary under the

title

of her Immaculate Con-

ception (a doctrine so strongly opposed in Claude's day by the Jansenists but no
less

strongly defended by the Jesuits long before

it

was defined by Pope Pius IX

in 1854).

For these and

many

other good reasons neither Claude nor his followers

ever regretted his decision to take his theological studies
tion for the priesthood at the Jesuit

CLG

and

his final prepara-

College rather than at the Sorbonne

University of Paris!
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(1

679-1 709).
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.

College Louis

le

Grand and surrounding area.

College Louis le Grand
Saint-Etienne des Gres
3.Gros Chapelet Hostel
1

2.

4.The Sorbonne Church
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The third residence (page 80).

The catacombs of Paris (page
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88).
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'Of
I

temporal possessions

intend to keep

my health alone,
so that could
I

sacrifice

to

God

it

in

entirely

the work

of the missions;

would have been
only too happy if,
after setting the whole
world on fire
I

with the love of God,
I

could have shed

the
of

last

drop

my blood for Him

whose

blessings were

ever before

my eyes."

(66)
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